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BULGARIAN NATIONAL MONITORING REPORT
ON ANTIGYPSYIST ONLINE HATE SPEECH AND
THE ROLE OF ROMA YOUTH PEER EDUCATION
TO COUNTER IT
I. Foreword
The Peer Education to Counter Antigypsyist Hate Speech Online project focuses to address
and counter antigypsyist hate speech online by working with young people, using a
combination of peer education and monitoring in order to obtain two-fold results: the peer
education methodology serving the purpose to achieve a direct change in attitudes and
actions of a high number of young people, and the monitoring to contribute to better
understanding and a more systemic change of policies through advocacy based on the
results.
The following report represents a deliverable of the PECAO project in relation to the
project’s overall objectives:
1. To reach out to at least 2000 young people in Spain, Hungary, Czech Republic,
Romania, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Italy, France, North Macedonia and Albania through peer
education activities in universities or youth clubs to raise their awareness of the
adverse impact of hate speech on Roma and to empower them to recognise and
report hate speech online.
2. To empower 50 young Roma peer educators in 10 countries to monitor hate speech
in online media and report cases of hate speech to IT companies, national equality
bodies and relevant state institutions to reinforce implementation of anti1 | Page
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discrimination legislation. Their work will lead to national datasets of at least 150
cases, as well as at least 50 reported cases.
3. To advocate towards national and EU decision-makers for anti-discrimination policies
that take into account the online sphere as well as antigypsyism as a bias motivation
for hate speech and hate crime.
4. To use the experiences of peer educators and results of the monitoring to raise
awareness of other stakeholders (wider civil society, educational practitioners, young
people) of antigypsyist hate speech in online media and the urgency to counteract.
More in-depth, the reports offer insight of alignment to the short-term results, which are
directly contributing to the aforementioned objectives:
1) The peer education activities as well as the media monitoring by the peer educators
themselves will lead to a higher number of reported cases of hate speech and a
higher number of antigypsyist content taken down from online platforms. We expect
that on average every of the around 1000 young people targeted will until the end of
the project report 2 cases of hate speech in social media to the IT platforms. With a
removal rate of 90%, this means that 1800 posts will be removed in five EU Member
States.
2) The peer educators will directly monitor and report hate speech in online media and
collect the information for analysis and dissemination. Each of the 50 peer educators
will report at least 10 cases until the end of the project, which means that for each
country a dataset of at least 150 cases will be collected, contributing to increased
knowledge of the phenomenon of hate speech online.
3) Increased awareness of the negative impact of antigypsyist hate speech among the
young people targeted, leading to a change of attitude among the young people.
4) Increased self-confidence and skills of 50 young Roma who are trained in peer
education and media monitoring.
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5) Increased knowledge about recognising and reporting antigypsyist hate speech
among the readers of the toolkit that will be developed based on the experiences of
the peer educators.
The results of the advocacy activities asking for better policies or media self-regulations
combating hate speech will only be measurable in the long-term. The expected long-term
results are targeting relevant stakeholders on the ground of raising awareness and stronger
adherence:
-

Higher awareness of journalists’ ethic commissions on the prevalence and impact of
antigypsyist hate speech online, leading to improved self-regulation guidelines.

-

Higher awareness of national equality bodies and other relevant state institutions on
the prevalence and impact of antigypsyist hate speech online, leading to better
programmes targeting antigypsyism.

-

Stronger adherence by IT companies to the Code of Conduct on countering online
hate speech.

-

Better data collection on hate crime and hate speech disaggregated by ethnicity and
gender to allow analysis of trends by member states.

-

Stronger condemnation of antigypsyist hate speech in the public discourse.

-

More positive narratives promoted by young people online to counter antigypsyist
hate speech.

PECAO foresees young media users to increase their digital skills through the training they
receive and more strongly question hateful content that they see online. Subtle antigypsyism
is rarely detected by mainstream media users, and these young people will be better able to
react to such subtle forms of racism. Furthermore, as the peer educators will be from Roma
origin, the young people reached will reduce their stereotypes through meeting Roma peers
in person. Their attitudes towards equality and human rights will be positively influenced as
a result of this project.
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When it comes to the Roma people: The people most suffering under hate speech are
obviously those targeted – Roma, citizens of Europe. The project will have a positive longterm impact on them if hate speech content is reduced in online media as a result of this
project. Less hate speech online means less incitement to violence and less stereotyping by
the majority society, leading to a general decrease of antigypsyism.
The Report focuses on Bulgaria, during period of one year (September 2020 – September
2021) and it contains data gathered by young people in ten countries of the adverse impact
of hate speech on Roma and of the importance to report antigypsyist online hate speech.
With the results presented in this report, we aim to take a step further to learn about the
presence and impact of antigypsyist hate speech online and to learn lessons that can be
brought forward to make the future of an equal and inclusive society in a safe digital
environment happen.
This report is part of a multi-country study coordinated by ERGO network and financed by
the European’s Union Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (REC 2012-2020) and
Google.Org Impact Challenge on Safety. The study was conducted from September 2020 to
September 2021 in 10 countries: Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, North Macedonia,
Hungary, Ukraine, Romania, Italy, France and Spain. Based on the national reports, a crosscountry analysis will be published in the beginning of 2022.

Publicity Disclaimer:
This publication was funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme
(REC 2014-2020) and Google.Org Impact Challenge on Safety. The European’s Commission’s and
Google.Org’s support for the production does not constitute and endorsement of the contents,
which reflect the views of the authors only, and the European Commission and Google.Org cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained there.
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II. ABSTRACT
The Bulgarian national report on antigypsyist hate speech online has the following
objectives:
To highlight the role of the young Roma and the peer education as an action
which needs to have long-term support to combat antigypsyist hate speech
online in Bulgaria;
To describe the methodology of the PECAO project and the main project results
in Bulgaria in relation to peer education of Roma youth and combating
antigypsyist hate speech online;
To introduce some analysis of the public image and representation of Roma
within the online environment and public space;
To propose some conclusions and recommendations based on the results of the
work of the young Roma monitors (the informants) involved in the
implementation of the PECAO project in Bulgaria which can serve to: understand
better the model of web racism towards Roma in Bulgaria and serve as advocacy
tool for changes/inclusion in anti-discrimination legislation, youth and Roma
related policies as well as media policies and practices.
This Report presents a subjective, yet exhaustive public image and representation of
Roma within the online environment and public space. Through a focused qualitative
methodology, the project aimed to understand what kind of discursive repertoires
emerges against Roma and who are those that racialized and disseminated the
antigypsyist online hate speech. In the same time, the research tackled the identification
of main themes and subthemes in which Roma are to be addressed frequently, of
different forms of online hate speech, levels of aggressivity and forms of toxicity of hate
speech (racially loaded toxic discourse) and a finally, a model of web racism.
The report relies on 4 Synthesis Reports (on 4 periods of reporting) that gathered a
number of 210 Monitoring Tools (the main instrument of the research analysis),
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collected in a period of one year by 6 young Roma monitors with the support of 270
young Roma people.
The Monitoring Tool is presented in detail in Annex 1.

During the implementation of PECAO in Bulgaria:
A total of 1135 online publications which contain antigypsyist hate speech in
social media were reported of which – 307 were removed from social platforms,
491 were not removed and 220 are with pending decision for removal;
A total of 42 complaints were submitted to the National Council for Journalism
Ethics;
A total of 12 complaints were submitted by the young Roma monitors to the
National Commission for Protection from Discrimination.

The report presents some conclusions on the tendencies of the antigypsyst hate speech
online as well as a new tendency of a more positive representation of Roma in media and
in online media, some recommendations towards policy makers, to media in general and
some specific to social media are also included in the report.
Finally, the report presents the conclusions of the young Roma monitors and peer
educators on the impact of the PECAO project on:
1) On the young people themselves;
2) On the results of the project on reducing the online hate speech against Roma;
3) On the need of continuation of PECAO or a follow-up project which will ensure the
maintenance of the existing network developed by the young people on this theme and
reducing the levels of antigyspsyist hate speech online.
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“I do not want to see the end of this project… I feel that we are empowered and we
should continue the monitoring of antigypsyist hate speech online. One of my favourite
activities was the training which we implemented with other young Roma. We trained
them to understand and recognise hate speech and how to combat hate speech online.
We created a snowball effect and all together 270 young people started to monitor
online media. It is great feeling to see that your work is affecting other young Roma
people too! (Laza – young Roma monitor)”

The project consortium of PECAO consists of the following partners and funding:
Funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020) with cofunding from Google.org:
• Integro Association (Bulgaria)
• Nevo Parudimos (Romania)
• Federation of Catalan Roma Associations (FAGIC), Spain
• Romaversitas (Hungary)
• Romanonet (Czech Republic)
• ERGO Network (Belgium)
Funding from the Google.Org Impact Challenge on Safety in the framework of ERGO Network’s
project Peer education to counter antigypsyist online hate speech:
• La Voix des Rroms (France)
• Upre Roma (Italy)
• Roma Women Fund Chiricli (Ukraine)
• RROMA (North Macedonia)
• Roma Active Albania (Albania)

III. Introduction
In her report from 31 March 2020 following her latest visit in Bulgaria in November 2019,
among others, the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights, Dunja Mijatović
pointed at the following:
“The Commissioner is concerned about the hate speech prevailing in Bulgaria, in particular
against Roma, LGBTI people and other minority groups. Hate speech and hostility against
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Roma persist at all levels of society, with little if any response from the authorities to counter
this long-standing phenomenon. She regrets the lack of reaction to some very serious
incidents of hate speech perpetrated by high-level politicians and calls on the authorities to
take a strong stance against hate speech and impose sanctions when necessary.”
The time of the Commissioner’s visit to Bulgaria coincides with the time of the PECAO
project preparation in Bulgaria and reflects the general context of antigypsyism and hate
speech in the country at this time as well as the driving motivation of the project organisers
to initiate some action for better recognition and countering antigypsyist hate speech at all
levels of society in Bulgaria.

The PECAO project implementation in Bulgaria coincides also with significant socio-economic
problems and political events which the country faced, such as: the COVID – 19 World
pandemic, economic inflation and two (currently which became already three) snap
Parliamentary elections, which gripped the country and shifted the attention of the overall
population to health concerns, household problems and overall increased the distrust in
public intuitions and the statehood.
The issues of the general context reflected also the themes of antigypsyist hate speech
online and added some new themes and dimensions to the traditional ones being:
-

“The Gypsy criminality”,

-

“The poverty and low hygiene of Gypsyies”,

-

“The Gypsy parasitism on the social welfare system” ,

-

“Roma are claiming only rights but do not comply with obligations”
and some new ones:

-

“Roma and COVID – 19” – “The lockdown of the Roma settlements”, “Roma are
carriers of infection”, “The mockery of the low awareness of COVID-19”,

-

“Roma and elections” - “Roma selling their votes”, “Roma and politics”, etc.,
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-

“Roma education” and “Discrimination of Roma” appear also as less popular themes
of Roma related online content in the period.

In a discussion with the rapporteur, the informants reflected this context and concluded on
the observed tendencies (elaborated later in the “personal observations” section of the
report) of antigypsyist hate speech online in the following way:
a. According to the results from the MT, the level of antigypsyist hate speech online in
Bulgaria is highly intensive and racially loaded but in general it is not as severe as in
previous years;
b. The PECAO online monitors observed an existence of very deep, classical forms of online
racism and hate speech towards Roma in Bulgaria;
c. The subtle discourses of racism and hate speech against Roma are difficult to recognise
and counter. They are also more acceptable for the media representatives and the society
at large;
d. There are also tendencies of showing Roma related content in a neutral way and
a new, fragile tendency of showing a positive image of Roma in media;
e. Social media platforms which are popular communication channels for Roma related
content do not have effective mechanisms for proactive control and mechanisms for quick
removal of antigypsyist hate speech content;
f. Last but not least for the young people involved in the implementation of PECAO, the
positive impact of the project on the young Roma and on countering antigypsist hate
speech online is beyond question. For them the follow-up advocacy and the continuity of
the project are imperative. Moreover, the network developed by them has to be further
supported.

IV. Methodology
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As already mentioned in the report in Bulgaria, the PECAO project was implemented by the
Integro Association. Integro targeted young Roma peer educators as the main engine for the
implementation of this project. The Association followed the project methodology
developed by all project partners and through the project implementation related strongly
on methodology based on participatory leadership with young Roma people, building
community of active young Roma people with sense of community based on engagement
and shared responsibility for action. The young Roma people were engaged in the following
project steps:
1) Initial training of peer educators through a non-formal education methodology to
ensure that the Young Roma have the necessary competence to monitor antigypsyist
hate speech online;
2) Establishing a team of (6) young Roma trainees which implemented the monitoring
of online media;
3) Peer to peer on-line and on-site trainings organised and implemented by the trainees
to ensure direct change in the attitudes of more young Roma people, to increase
their awareness on antigypsyist hate speech online and to involve them in the
monitoring actions. Overall 270 young Roma were involved in the project
implementation;
4) Implementing the monitoring actions within a period of 9 months;
5) Involvement in reflection and identification of the needs to take actions for better
recognition, better monitoring and better policies to address antigypsyist hate
speech online.
The young Roma peer-educators and trainees were aged 18 - 30, they were of different
formal levels of education (students, volunteers, employed etc.) and they were selected
based on a special call prepared by “Integro” Association. The call was published on the
website of the Association. Following the call an Initial training was implemented in
Albena, Bulgaria to get participants from all countries trained on the PECAO peer-to-peer
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methodology for training young people to counter antigypsyist hate speech online. After
the training, “Integro” held an interview and examined a task which the candidates had
to fulfil – completing one MT and preparing example of complaint to the Commission for
Protection from Discrimination. Following this interview, a team of 6 young Roma
trainees who implemented the monitoring of online media and trained other peers on
this was established.

This Report is based on the content analysis research method that used a monitoring
tool (MT) instrument (see Annex 1). It contains 210 MT that were applied by the
participants during one year period (September 2020 - September 2021) including the
preparation. The application of the monitoring itself in Bulgaria took place from January
to September 2021. The MT as the main research instrument of the study was adapted
from from Siapera, Moreo and Zhou (2018) and Lentin (2016) and it was elaborated
together with experts from the partners’ organisation. The content analysis was made
based on the MT results, having specific codes and descriptions for each situation
encountered and adapted for social media monitoring activity, according with the
research questions and objectives. The results are consistent with the situation from
Bulgaria and it will be a part of the general research international report.
As already mentioned, the MT was applied by a number of 6 young Roma and peereducators that were specially trained and counselled, familiarized with the research
instrument during a period of trainings and piloting. Further, the young Roma peereducators trained other 25 young Roma who then involved in the monitoring of the
online media all together 270 young Roma. According with the project’s activities and
objectives, the MT instrument was applied on a subjective manner, as the operators
have the freedom to choose the content and the online platform they monitor,
including their own personal account (Fb, Instagram, Tik Tok or Youtube) as the
information appeared in their news feed. A number of approx. 5 MT/ person per
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month of MT were enclosed to the periodical Synthesis Reports. For developing a
better and a common ground, in order to keep a constant check and valid step for all
the partners involved, each partner filled and transmitted to the research
coordinator a Synthesis Report as it follows:
1st period: January 2021 – Report on February 2021
2nd period: February - March 2021 – Report on April 2021
3rd period: April - June 2021 – Report on July 2021
4th period: July– September 2021 – Report on 2021

The sampling of the cases was on non-probabilistic bases (conveniences), on random
selection and on subjectivity of the operator. The main reason for using this type of sampling
was to give an insight of how the ordinary Roma young persons, personal account appears
and also to underline the constant emotional pressure one can face in the online public
space. On the second register, our purpose is to observe how the media informational
algorithms are targeting the Roma users based on their preferences, consume and users’
profiles when using social media platforms and Internet on private, personal accounts (see
the study cases presented).
Although the total number of 210 MT realized (and targeted within the project’s request)
has reached a certain level of expectancy and saturation, the results should not be
generalized for the entire Roma community. However, they represent a solid insight and a
foundation for developing and advocating social, digital and even educational policies to
fight against proliferation of the antigypsyist online hate speech, for a more safe, inclusive
and creative internet public space.

Description of the Monitoring Tool
The Monitoring Tool is organized in 5 parts.
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a. General information – refers to social media platform monitored and Internet page
identification, types of accounts (personal, public, groups or institutional/ private
companies), themes and subthemes, general title of the article/ media post and its
subjective evaluation (on a 3 scale range: positive, negative and neutral), details on
influence and popularity ( numbers of likes, shares etc.);
b. General topic and appearance- refers to types and forms of the content (text, visual,
videos), the place of the content (first page, shared, special page, story page etc.),
the relevance of the relation (if any) between the content and title/ visual element,
types of non-textual content and (if any) evaluation of the emotional impact of the
non-textual content on (a 3 scale range: very little, so and so, very much).
c. Content – describes in different scales forms of racist online hate speech in 2
dimensions: Open discourse: crude epithets, racist slurs, grossly offensive,
dehumanizing utterances Coded discourse: Using slang, circumlocutions, irony,
ambiguity, pseudo-scientific references, reborn of white supremacist ideologies;
“whataboutery”, narratives of elsewhere, bogus statistics, metonymies; levels of
aggressivity/ toxicity of hate speech, using frozen vs motile scale (Lentin, 2016)racially loaded language as toxic when it conveys messages that: reinforce
stereotypes, entrench

polarisation, spread myths and disinformation, justify

exclusion, stigmatization and inferiorisation, reinforce exclusivist notions of national
belonging and identity; main forms of racially loaded toxic discourse: crude forms of
racism: insults, slurs, criminal comparisons, direct denigration, racial stereotypes
(colour, smell, physical features), notion of “nation” (ad hominem attacks, right wing
discourse, race, ethnicity, religion, culture), “over sensitive” or “played the race
card”: being racist against white people, coming from cultures of victimhood, fake
news, bogus statistics, research published with dubious credential, recited truths,
trigger events (– the media frame and present news in a special manner that can
influence the readers and the comments!), non-textual forms: memes, multimedia
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materials, hashtags, tagging etc.; comments section describing types and number of
comments, intensity, persistency, popularity (likes, shares etc.); a list of most used
expressions within the content on a 3 scale level of intensity.
d. Personal observation (Narrative) – it describes in a short abstract the main idea of
the content and how this content affects the Roma person correlated with (possible)
certain national specificities;
e. Background information – identification data of the operator (respecting the GDPR
regulation), used only for the purpose of coding and research.

V. Data/ Interpretation of results
The results from the Synthesis Monitoring Tools can be listed and interpreted as following:
1) General information:
The total number of MT analysed by the young Roma monitors for a period of 9 months is
210. They are gathered, organised and summarized in four periods as following:
-

1st period - January 2021 - 22 MT analysed

-

2nd period - February – March 2021 - 57 MT analysed

-

3rd period - April – June 2021 - 75 MT analysed

-

4th period - July – September 2021 - 56 MT analysed

It can be noticed that overall, the average number of MT analysed by the young Roma
monitors are equal on monthly base, however in the period April – June the number of MT is
higher by 1/3. A possible explanation of this, is that in the beginning and after the end of this
period two rounds of Parliamentary elections were held and together with the usual themes
of representing the Roma as “criminal contingent” and “parasites on the welfare system”,
also appears the theme of “Roma and elections” and within that a number of subthemes as:
“Roma selling their votes”, “The Roma representation”, “Roma are claiming their rights but
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not respecting their civil obligations”, “The problems Roma cause to the image of the
country and to the implementation of successful strategies to improve different economic
sectors/policies”.
A high number of this type of publications are published in ALFA and SKAT TV (28 in total –
15 in ALFA and 13 in SKAT TV), but on the subtheme of “Roma selling their votes” there are
publications in all types of media from national to regional TV channels, electronic and
online media.
Overall, the purpose of such publications as pointed in the analyses by the young Roma
monitors is to use the Roma as scapegoats to justify different socio-economic issues (for
example: in the show "Good morning, Bulgarians", broadcasted on April 1, 2021 on the
Facebook channel of ALFA TV there is talk about the Siderov’ plan on the agriculture sector.
The information provided reflects the state of the lands in Bulgaria, as well as the future
development plans of the sector. In one part of the presentation of the problems it is noted
that the unique irrigation systems which Bulgaria had and was advanced in comparison to
many Western European countries were destroyed and scrapped by gypsy gangs.)
This representation of Roma in the public space is reinforcing the stereotypes that “Roma
are illiterate”, “They are irresponsible”, “Do not understand the political processes”, etc.
which also leads to emerging of attempts to publicly convey proposals for restricting the
voting rights of Roma.
However, in their observations, the informants are highlighting that, although, these kinds of
publications generate lots of attention and views and in general have high popularity, there
is a new tendency, which they observe in the comments, namely: that many people
understand, that this kind of publications are used to divert the public opinion from real
social and political issues and their intended use to polarize the society is not as successful
anymore.
From the general information gathered from the trimestral Synthesis of the MT, it also
makes an impression, that the number of MT about publications in social media platforms is
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higher - 59% (or 124 MT) in comparison to those of electronic and other media - 41 % (or 86
MT) or exactly 1,5 times higher. Most commonly used for Roma related content publications
are the following social media platforms: Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter and Tik
Tok. Considerably high numbers of MT are analysing posts in Facebook – 25 % (or 53 MT
from total of 210). These initial observations on the general information can lead to two
initial conclusions:
Both electronic and social media platforms are commonly used communication
channels for publications with Roma related content and content with antigyspsyist
hate speech;
The social media platforms are more commonly used for publications with Roma
related content. From these one of the most commonly followed by young people
is Facebook – a quarter from all MT gathered are made for publications on
Facebook.

The Synthesis reports of the MT also provide an insight on who generates mostly Roma
related content publications.
The majority of the elaborated MT are about “authors’ publications - articles/news” (this
term includes every single media article made by a major media outlet) – 67.6% (142 MT),
the number of MT elaborated for publications by “administrators/moderators of
accounts” is 31.4% (66 MT) and only 10.4% (22 MT) are elaborated for “individual posts”.
The overall number of MT in this breakdown exceeds 210 as in some there has been selected
a multiple choice, for example “authors’ article/news” in the same time with
“administrators/moderators” publications. This result shows that:

A great majority of the publications involving Roma related content including such
with antigypsyist hate speech are “authors’ publications” - articles/news produced
or published by media.
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The MT elaborated for individual posts are comparatively very low.
This means that there is an obvious need for all electronic, printed and social media
to exercise better initial control on the publications with Roma related content in
order to prevent spreading antigypsyist hate speech and consequently racism
towards Roma in media and in the public space.

According to the evaluation of the young Roma monitors, the way the Roma community is
projected is negative in as many as 89 % (187 MT) of all monitored media products in the
period, in neutral way in 12.85 % (27 MT) and only in 8.5% (18 MT) the publications about
Roma are having positive content.
The total number of this breakdown is higher than 210 as some of the MT contain selection
of multiple choice either “neutral” or “positive” evaluations or “neutral” and “negative”
together.
According to the feedback of the young Roma monitors the neutral representation of Roma
appears mostly in the national TV channels such as: BNT, bTV and NOVA.
Still, in comparison to the negative publications – 89 % of all, the neutral publications are
very small part – 12.85 %.
The positive representation of Roma is the smallest and the weakest part in comparison to
the negative one. The majority of the positive articles about Roma are on: the results about
increased levels of education among the Roma community, an example of the work of the
heath mediators and articles about Roma attaining personal achievements such as:
university degree, winning beauty contest, social advancement of popular Roma artists, etc.

An obvious conclusion is that the negative representation of Roma is the
predominant one in all monitored publications and in all monitored media. As
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many as 89% of all publications monitored by the young Roma are evaluated as
negative.
Overall, the neutral representation of Roma is still very rare (12.8%) and this is
mostly the type of representation which appears in the big national TV channels
such as BNT, bTV and NOVA.

A new tendency - representing Roma related themes in a positive way, appears.
This tendency is still very new and fragile (8.5 % of all publications evaluated by
young Roma) in comparison to the tendency for negative representation of Roma
in media.
These tendencies for neutral and positive representation of Roma could be
acknowledged as a progress from the traditional negative and stereotypical
representation of Roma, towards a more professional/neutral and balanced way of
representation of Roma and Roma related content in the big electronic media.
However, such an approach is still not common as it seems that there is no
common understanding and media practice of the need to attain to common ethics
standards when publishing about Roma.

The themes and subthemes which are prevailing in the MT are as following:
The most dominant theme in the monitored period is the theme about the “Gypsy
criminality”. Exactly 50 % of all MT (or 105 MT) are about publications which are portraying
the Roma as criminals. The subthemes of these publications are: “Gypsy thieves”, “Gypsy
rapists”, “Violent gypsies”, and “Roma violate public order”, “Roma attacks on trains”,
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“Roma carry out illegal lodging”, “Self disputes/conflicts between Roma”, “Roma endanger
life or other citizens”, etc.

The second dominant theme in the MT is the representation of “Roma as a social problem”
with 17% (or 37) of all MT. The subthemes within this theme are various, such as: “Gypsy
parasites on the welfare system”, “Roma poverty”, “Roma illiteracy”, ”The low value system
of Roma”, “Polygamy among Roma”, “The Roma are privileged group”, “The demographic
situation with Roma in Bulgaria”, etc. The themes related to Roma education and health, are
not included in this numbers as they are listed as separated themes in the MT.

Other popular theme in the MT is “Roma and elections/politics”, which as mentioned
above, is more represented in one of the trimesters, in comparison to others and mostly
around the time of the Parliamentary elections. The most popular subthemes are: “Roma
selling votes”, “Roma as political instrument for influence”, “Roma as dividers of the nation”
“European Roma do not comply with the regulations in their countries”, “Roma and Roma
NGOs as bad example of absorption of public funds”, etc. The number of the MT on the
theme “Roma and elections” are 15 % (32 MT) from the total and on “Roma and politics”
are 4.7 % (10 MT).

Themes which have relatively smaller in number but are also present in the monitoring
results are: “Roma health issues/pandemic issues” 10.9 % (23 MT), “Roma education” 7.6
% (16 MT) , “Discrimination against Roma” 7.6 % (16 MT, elaborated mostly in July about
the decision of the Bulgarian Supreme Administrative Court on a conviction of Bulgarian
politician of discriminatory speech against Roma) , “Cultural events of Roma” 1.9 % (4 MT)
and others not specified in the synthesis of the MT.
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The theme “Roma health issues/pandemic issues” reflects subthemes as: “The vaccination
of Roma”, “The Roma do not comply with anti-epidemic measures”, “The lockdown of the
Roma settlements as an anti-epidemic measure”, “Early child birth among the Roma
community”, one on “Self-mutilation of person from Roma origin”, etc.

The only theme with positive subthemes representation monitored in this period is “Roma
education”. Together with subthemes related to “Roma illiteracy”, “School dropouts of
Roma”, “Studying conditions of Roma”, there are also the subthemes about the
“Advancement of the Roma community in the field of education”, “Personal achievements
of Roma in education”, “Scholarships for Roma students”, etc.

A very little representation is taking the theme about the “Discrimination against Roma”.
As already mentioned the major subthemes here are linked to “Bulgarian politician
convicted for discriminatory speech against Roma”, “Human rights defenders are advising
Roma what to do on accessing social rights”. The first is about the decision of 09.06.2021 of
the Supreme Administrative Court of the Republic of Bulgaria ruled that the Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense in the previous government Krassimir Karakachanov
discriminated against with his anti-Roma statement of January 8, 2019 in the Plovdiv village
of Voyvodinovo.

The theme which is least represented in the monitoring period is “Roma culture” with two
major subthemes: “The celebration of the Gypsy new year”, “The celebration of the
International Roma day”.
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The three dominant themes explored in Bulgarian media on Roma in order of
frequency of appearance are:
-

“Gypsy criminality” with a share of exactly 50 % of all MT;

-

“Roma as social problem”;

-

“Roma and elections/politics”;
Each of this main themes is represented with a number of mostly negative
subthemes;
Other themes present in the monitoring period of PECAO are also:

“Roma health issues/pandemic issues”, “Roma education”, “Discrimination against Roma”
and “Cultural events of Roma” and few other not specified in the synthesis of the MT.

The popularity and influence of the publications with Roma related content and respectively
with antigypsyist hate speech content are measured in the MT through the number of likes,
shares and comments generated in social media.
Most of these are generated in Youtube and Facebook, which are also the most frequently
used social platforms.

The popularity and influence of the monitored media products can be concluded as
quite high based on the following results measured: a total of 74 352 likes, 2796
shares and 6691 comments generated.

2) General topic and appearance
The analysis of the headlines of the monitored publications is showing the following:
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Headline Analysis

Positive +

Negative –

Neutral 0

(number)

(number)

(number)

17.47%

27.9%

44.18%

27.9%

0.81%

50%

News

51%

7.08%

76.37%

16.53%

Points of view (editorial type)

22.7%

7.14%

82.14%

10.71%

Others

7.31%

94.44%

5.55%

Objective information (reports, news

Total in %

etc.)
Invitation (cultural events, webinars

50%

etc.)

The total amount of this breakdown exceeds 210 as the headline analysis in some of the MT
marked with multiple choices. This data can be interpreted as following:
The preferred headlines of all publications with Roma related content monitored
are: “news” and “point of view” (editorial type).
Despite of the headline type, there is a strong preference by the authors in
choosing negative type of headline.
In the leading positions of headlines this choice is 76.37 % negative news and 82.14
% negative points of view (editorial type).
The analyzed data on the type and preferred headlines shows a very strong
tendency in choosing “negative news” and “negative editorials” as the preferred
types of headlines when elaborating media Roma related content.

Concerning the preferences of the places of the posts/articles/other media products on
Roma, the results from the MT are providing the following information:
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Place of the post/article/ channel

Total in %

Total in numbers

Title page/ front page

38.33%

69

Internal page (e.g. story page, temporary
post)
Special page/post (e.g. reaction towards/
against a trigger event)
Column for messages (within other topics not
related specifically to Roma)
Other situations

26.66%

48

14.44%

26

11.11%

20

9.44%

17

The total amount of this breakdown is below 210 as for some of the media products this
information was not indicated.
This data can be concluded as following:

The articles/post/other media products with Roma related content, monitored in
PECAO, are having various place of appearance as it can be seen in the table above;
However, it can be pointed that in more than 1/3 of the publications , there is
preference in selecting the Title page/Front page/Channel;
All together in half of the situations, there is preference in selecting the Title page
/Front page/Channel or Special page/Special post for the publications on Roma;

Also, according to the data in the MT a very high number of the publications on Roma in
media contain visuals – 95.71% (201 from 210 MT). The evaluation of the monitors is that in
17.41% (35 from 201) the visuals used in the media product are “not at all relevant” to its
content. In 16.41% (33 MT) the visuals are evaluated as “relevant”, and in 58.70 % (118 MT)
the visuals are “extremely relevant” to the content. This means that all together around 75%
of the visuals are either relevant or extremely relevant to the content of the publications.
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Despite of the great number of publications which are containing visuals relevant
to its content, a significant number (17.41%) of all monitored posts/articles/other
media products with Roma related content are containing irrelevant visuals;
The use of irrelevant to the content visuals also puts under question the reliability
of such content. Additionally, there is great potential of such publications in
succeeding to reinforce existing negative stereotypes about Roma and in
manipulating the viewers’ opinions by presupposing connection between the used
visual and the content.

The MT are also providing data on other preferred non-textual forms used in the articles
about Roma. The synthesized data is showing preference for using pictures (176) and
hashtags (139), followed by other multimedia materials (73), tagging (36) and into a
significantly lesser extent memes/gifs (7), others (6) and caricatures (3).

Obviously:
The two most preferred non-textual forms used in Roma related media content are
the pictures and hashtags;
This is representative of the media environment and is not showing any special
tendency.
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Other aspect which can be examined trough the data collected with the MT is to what extent
the publications affected emotionally the young Roma people (the monitors).
The young people noted that they were affected “very little” in 19.5% of the situations, to
“certain extent” in 22.4%, and felt emotionally “extremely affected” in as many as 58% of
the publications which they monitored.
This means that:

The monitored publications and the Roma related content in media affect
emotionally the young Roma people in 80.4% of the situations. This percentage
corresponds roughly to the percentage of the reported negative publications on
Roma. As it is not specified in the question which type of publications affect them
emotionally the most, one possible conclusion could be that these are mostly the
negative ones.

Other possible questions to elaborate further on this apart of clarifying also the nature of
the publications which affect emotionally the young people most, are:
What are the consequences on the young people in terms of: triggered emotions, affecting
their relations with other young people, self-perception and the type of actions they
would consequently engage in a short and long-term perspective?
These are also questions for reflection from the Roma and policy makers in reflecting
possible policies and programs aimed at developing the competences of young Roma people
in coping and acting when they are exposed to such levels of antigypsyist hate speech online
shown by the results in the Bulgarian context of the PECAO project.
3) Content
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This section describes different scale and forms of antigypsyist hate speech online in two
dimensions: the intensity of the levels of hate and the levels of aggressivity/toxicity of the
hate speech. The intensity of the levels of hate speech measured in the MT by recording:
-

the levels of hate measured on scale from: “no hate”, “weak”, “extremely strong”;

-

the use of discourse: open, coded;

The review of the levels of aggressivity/toxicity of the hate speech, include a review of the
comments, a list of the most used expressions and finally, a conclusions on the most
frequently used racist discourses.
The major impression from the collected data in the MT on the levels of hate measured in
the publications with Roma related content is:

Through the MT is measured an extremely high level of intensity of hate speech,
which is expressed through the use of both an open and a coded hate speech
discourses.
There are registered a total of 831 forms of explicit hate speech of which 817 are
evaluated as “extremely strong”.

The number of coded hate speech forms is 440 in total of which 417 are recorded
with extremely high level of intensity.
Only around 46 cases are measured with “no hate” in the content.
Consequently, the intensity level of hate speech identified through the monitoring
activities of PECAO in Bulgaria can be concluded as extremely strong.
Another obvious conclusion is that the open, crude racist discourse is the preferred
one in comparison to a coded hate speech discourse with almost double amount of
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open hate speech expression forms used and recorded with the MT.

As part of the open discourse hate speech used was recorded the use of: crude epithets,
racist slurs, grossly offensive, dehumanizing utterances, ad-hominem attacks, saturated
emotions, mockery and sarcasm, appeal to violence (including killing) and other.
The three most used explicit forms of hate speech present in the MT are:
-

the “saturated emotions” – 354 forms recorded;

-

followed by “crude epithets” used – 199 forms recorded;

-

and “racist slurs” – 109.

These are followed by “mockery/sarcasm” – 89, “dehumanizing utterances”- 31, “appeal to
violence (including killing)” – 18, “ad-hominem attacks: – 5 and “other” – 14.

The list of the most commonly used open forms of hate speech highlighted by the monitors
includes the following:

Forms of explicit hate speech online:

Examples (the most relevant to the monitors):

Crude epithets

“Cheeky gypsies”, “Impudent gypsies”, "trash",
“dirty", “a brazen gypsy";

Racist slurs

“Black dirty gypsies”, “Unwashed gypsy for
months”, “residents of the ghetto”, “dirty
gypsies”;

Dehumanising utterances

“Black-skinned primates”, “He buys gypsies”,
“Someone has to teach them that they can have
abortions”;

Ad-hominem attacks

“We are not such braziers”, “Someone has to
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teach them that they can have abortions” , “Fuck
the gypsies”, “A neighbourhood with 200 gypsies
selling their votes for kebabs” ,
“Minor gypsies harass citizens”;
Saturated emotions (anger,
indignation, hostility)

“Beasts”, “ Half of the Roma are illiterate“

Mockery and sarcasm

“We need Uncle Hitler”, “We are all 100% gypsies
and we are for GERB “, “It starts to smell”;

Appeal to violence (including killing)

“Let's close them”, “Now I'll show you, you filthy
garbage” ,“Now I'll show you, you filthy garbage”;

Other

“Is the tension between Bulgarians and Roma
growing? “, “Cultural influence”.

“A neighbourhood with 200 gypsies selling their
votes for kebabs” ,
“Minor gypsies harass citizens”;

In relation to the use of hate speech coded discourse in the Roma related online content,
the monitors recorded the use of: slang, circumlocutions, irony, ambiguity, pseudoscientific references, reborn of white supremacist ideologies; “whataboutery”, narratives
of elsewhere, bogus statistics, and metonymies.
As mentioned above already the recorded number of forms of coded hate speech is 440 in
total of which 417 are recorded as “extremely strong”.
The three most used code forms of hate speech present in the MT are:
-

“Using slang” – with 99 forms recorded,

-

“Irony” – with 92 and

-

“Narratives of elsewhere” – with 76 forms recorded.

These are followed by “Circumlocutions” - 54, “Metonymies| – 29, “Whataboutery” - 19,
“White supremacist ideologies” – 16, “Bogus statistics” – 12, “Ambiguity” – 10 and “Pseudoscientific references” – 7.
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The examples listed by the young Roma as the most relevant in their perception are as
following:
Forms of coded hate speech online:

Examples

(the most

relevant to

the

monitors):
Using slang

“Gypsy bosses” ,“Indo-Bulgarian origin”, “Gypsies
grinded”, “Soap”;

Circumlocutions

“I see a lot of jewellery you have”, “Roma about
vaccines: chips and living cells in them; Experts
insisted on control of those entering our country;
the threat from the Delta variant of COVID -19”,
“Children

Irony

give

birth

to

children”,

“aah

Scandinavia could dolphins identify themselves as
a renewable energy source or at least as
gypsies”, “They have to manage us”;

Ambiguity

“Predominantly Gypsy population”,

Pseudo-scientific references (genetics)

“Can you see?!” , “They don't develop like we
do”;

White supremacies

“Now I will fix you”, “What generation will a 16year-old Roma mother leave?!”, ”He buys
gypsies”;

Whataboutery (“our own type”)

“The state will have to pay for the gypsies”, “The
state will have to pay for the gypsies”, “If they
steal, then we will too”;

Narratives of elsewhere

“In the state administration...”; “A resident of the
neighbourhood told..”,”…of all Roma in the poor
areas of Bulgaria", “This alerted an eyewitness to
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the incident to BLIC",
Bogus statistics

“Most Roma sell their votes”

Metonyms

“The brothers" , “The carters”, “Black brothers”

The conclusions from the MT on the levels of agressivity/toxicity of hate speech, using
frozen vs motile scale (Lentin, 2016) is that in the online space the racially loaded language
used in the Bulgarian context is highly aggressive and highly toxic and it is leading to
popularity of the following racial repertoires leading to:
a. Reinforcing the stereotypes about Roma, namely that: the “Gypsies are
criminals (thieves, rapists, murderers)”, “Gypsies are dirty”, “They do not
study, do not work and are just waiting on the social benefits – parasites on
the social welfare system”, “The Roma are illiterate and aggressive”, “The
Gypsies are impudent”, ”They are not complying with any norms and
regulations”, “They are endangering the life of other citizens”, etc.;
b. Entrenching polarisation in society by blaming and scapegoating the Roma
for all major socio-economic and political problems or spheres of public life:
“Most of the Roma are selling their votes” and this is often perceived as a
main mechanism to prevent fair elections, political stability, etc. Many efforts
for socio-economic advancement are failing because of Roma, for example
“The state is paying for Roma”, specific socio-economic initiatives are failing
to be implemented because of Roma, “Roma robed the state” and not last the
“Demographic problem is because of Roma” – the Roma are “going soon to
outnumber the ethnic Bulgarians”, “They are not having birth-control
competences”, “Children are giving birth to children and are not able to take
responsibility for their up-bringing”, etc.;
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c. Justifying exclusion, stigmatisation and inferiorisation, also supported by
spreading myths, bogus statistics and pseudo-scientific references, suggesting
that: “All Roma are marginalised”, “Even the Roma in other European
countries do not obey with the rules”, “Migrating from one place to another”,
“The criminal contingent is mainly of Roma origin” , “Gypsies do not develop
as others do”, etc.;

d. Dehumanization of Roma: it is widely accepted form of racially loaded
language towards Roma – “Beasts”, “Dark skinned primates – must be
tamed”, etc.
e. Finally, this racial discourses are often including appeals for violence and
even for killing the Roma: “The Gypsies should not live together with the
others”, “Should be closed”, “Fucked”, “Fixed”, “Made to soap” and “We
need Uncle Hitler” to solve the problem.

4) Personal observations of the informants and the reapporteur

a. According to the results from the MT, the level of antigypsyist hate speech online in
Bulgaria is highly intensive and racially loaded but in general it is not as severe as in
previous years. Following a discussion with the young Roma monitors involved in PECAO a
possible explanation for this could be the following:
•

Increased awareness among the general population that solving social
problems cannot be achieved through shifting the agenda from the “real
issues” to scapegoating the Roma;

•

On the other hand having better prepared young Roma (including those
trained in PECAO) who can engage in a discussion online with their peers is
reducing the stereotypes. The change in the educational status of the Roma
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community and the real life encounters and interaction of the majority
population with more Roma people who are better educated and different
from the stereotypical image of Roma is changing the stereotypes about
Roma;
•

And last but not least the positive actions of the NGOs also increased the
awareness that one cannot generalise when speaking/writing about Roma
and that it is not acceptable to support antigypsyism and hate speech online;

b. However, the PECAO online monitors observed an existence of very deep, classical
forms of open and crude online racism and hate speech towards Roma in Bulgaria.
•

The representation of Roma related content in Bulgaria is predominantly
negative with as many as 89% of all Roma related content monitored through
PECAO;

•

Both electronic

and

social

media

platforms

are

commonly used

communication channels for publications with Roma related content and
content with antigyspsyist hate speech and it seems that the existing policies
on Roma and Youth, the antidiscrimination legislation and mechanisms are
failing to ensure a less racially intoxicated environment in Bulgaria;
•

The above mentioned conclusions based on the analysis of the data from the
MT show that there is strong need of advocacy for:
o Reinforcing advocacy for application of the existing anti-discrimination
legislation;
o Introducing mechanisms for increasing the efficiency of the
Commission for Protection from Discrimination;
o Advocacy towards new and better mechanisms for enforcing and
ensuring the respect of the Ethics code of Journalism by all electronic
media in Bulgaria;
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o Youth and educational policies aiming at developing the competences
of all young people to combat antigypsyist hate speech online and at
promoting human rights education and peer education as youth work
and educational approaches which can contribute to reduce the levels
of this phenomenon, especially among people;

c. The subtle discourses of racism and hate speech against Roma are difficult to recognise
and counter. They are also more acceptable for the media representatives and the society
at large;
•

Explicit and subtle discourses of racism and hate speech against Roma are
existing and appearing at all levels of society in Bulgaria including at political
and the academic levels. An examples for that are existing also among the MT
elaborated by the young Roma in PECAO;

•

There is great need of recognising the existence of the subtle racism towards
Roma at all levels and the need to introduce a clear intransigence discourse
on this first of all at the highest political level.

d. There are also tendencies of showing Roma related content in a neutral way and
a new, fragile tendency of showing a positive image of Roma in media.
•

The tendency of showing Roma related content in a neutral way is however
still an effort only of the national TV channels. This practice should be
encouraged and the example should be followed also by all electronic and
print media;

•

Also the neutral and positive representation of Roma should expand beyond
the theme of “Roma education”
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e. Social media platforms which are popular communication channels for Roma related
content should find ways to be more proactive and effective in controlling and removing
antigypsyist hate speech content;
f. Last but not least for the young people involved in the implementation of PECAO the
positive impact on the young Roma involved and on countering antigypsist hate speech is
beyond question. For them the follow-up advocacy and the continuity of the project are
imperative. Moreover, the network developed by them has to be further supported.

5) Background information
The young people involved in PECAO suggested the following examples of case studies which
are showing that the antigypsist hate speech online exists at all levels including political and
academic levels in Bulgaria:
An example of a post of the Bulgarian politician and member of the European Parliament
Angel Djambazki on his personal page in Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Djambazki.VMRO/posts/3462392827196723
Below is included the post in English, without any observations from the MT.
! Officially the gypsies in Bulgaria are 4.7%. Unofficially, they are over 12%. 1/3 of them are
children up to 15 years old. Half are illiterate. An age that for many of them is perfectly
acceptable for starting a "family". Their defenders have rarely seen them in their natural
habitat.

! In 30 years there will be over 1 million Gypsies in Bulgaria if someone does not take the
necessary measures. When talking about the topic, the word "obligations" is rarely present
in the sentence. But rights everywhere and always must go hand in hand with obligations.
The obligation to study and work, the obligation to obey the law, not to rob and not to rob
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elderly people.

! In recent years, millions of European taxpayers' money have been poured into the hands of
a number of foundations and organizations that have done absolutely nothing about it. We,
the Bulgarian patriots, are not afraid to solve this problem! And no one and nothing will stop
us from continuing to protect those who want to be part of a strong and healthy society! It is
time for all of us to open our eyes, to take our heads off the ground and to realize the
problem as it is. Because there is no integration which is not desired, and obligations are
always before rights!

From the public profile of the famous professor of sociological sciences Mihail Mirchev in
the video sharing platform – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7uaxiA3apg&ab_channel=%D0%9C%D0%B8%D
1%85%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%9C%D0%B8%D1%80%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%B2

From the public profile of the famous professor of sociological sciences Mihail Mirchev in the
video sharing platform - YouTube a video has been uploaded with a recording of the
professor's visit in a kind of show, without a logo to show that the show is part of a television
or other online media.
The video is not very popular, but also very up to date. A large part of it reproduces an old
visit to the same presenter 15 years ago, when the professor raised many issues related to
demographic issues in Bulgaria, and among these issues discusses the situation of Roma and
citing research and reports, veiledly suggests that Roma growth is a problem for the country.
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Channel "The World of Vankata" - with a concept to ironize social phenomena and topics,
very often in a humiliating and ironic way presents the appearance of the Roma through
acting sketches.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nL4a14IJ3HE
Here again he touches on the topic of education among the Roma, using the imminent start
of the new school year and ironizing the problem of education among the Roma, but not by
presenting objectively and seriously solutions to the problem, but by mocking. It is very
popular, but is using clichés and stereotypes about the Roma.

Article in the newspaper “Kapital” :
“The Roma made up for it with a few laps”
https://www.facebook.com/capitalbg/posts/10158308037291032
In the last ten years, the Roma community has visibly modernized, and education is at the
forefront of this process, according to a study by the Trust for Social Alternative and Global
Metrics.
Migration abroad is the economic and value engine that drives this change.
However, segregation between Roma and Bulgarians at school is deepening.
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VI. Conclusions
A. On the impact of PECAO on young Roma (based on the feedback from the informants):
The PECAO project in Bulgaria contributed to development of the young peoples’
competences in the following way:
-

Changed of attitudes: the young people understood the importance of
counteracting to the antigyspsyist hate speech and that having a position and the
involvement of each person and more young people are all important; The
importance to overcome passivity;

-

Young Roma involved in the project implementation are feeling more
knowledgeable on the legal mechanisms and the instruments to fight
antigypsyism. They feel that they have developed both theoretical and practical
knowledge on how to counter antigypsist hate speech online;

-

The project developed their sensitivity to recognize better the subtle forms of
hate speech online towards Roma;

-

Gave them possibility to work in a team and to develop networking on the theme
of PECAO with other young people;

-

Provided them possibility to train peers on OHS. This aspect contributed to their
empowerment and the understanding that they can multiply their knowledge and
motivation.

B. On the perception of the young people about the project results:
-

The young people pointed as a first result the number of MT elaborated in the
project;
The complaints submitted to the Commission for Protection from Discrimination and
the National Council on Journalism Ethics;
The direct communication with media and the possibility to discuss their position;
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-

The removal of posts with antigypsyist hate speech and the possibility to decrease
the level of HS online;
The online and onsite training of young people and the involvement of 270 in total in
the implementation of PECAO;
The multiplication effect of PECAO and the fact that they managed to engage more
young people to counter antigypsyist hate speech online.

C. On the web racism in Bulgaria:
In Bulgaria all three models of web racism exist:
1. Spectacular: highly visible racism that follows highly publicized events;
2. Explicit racism: involves all levels of society and is demonstrated through milder events;
3. Ambient or long tail racism which involves constant drop not triggered by any event.
However, based on the conclusions from the MT elaborated within PECAO it might be
concluded that the predominant form of web racism in Bulgaria is the explicit racism.
For the Bulgarian National Report are proposed the following conclusions:
•

The conclusions from the MT on the levels of agressivity/toxicity of hate speech,
using frozen vs motile scale (Lentin, 2016) is that in the online space the racially
loaded language used in the Bulgarian context is highly aggressive and highly toxic;

•

Antigypsyism in Bulgaria manifests trough crude racism supported by reinforcing
the stereotypes about Roma, entrenching the polarization of society, justifying
exclusion, stigmatisation and inferiorisation, dehumanization of Roma and appealing
for violence towards Roma;

•

Overall, the work of the young Roma monitors through PECAO provides clearer
picture on the type, forms and repertoires of web racism towards Roma in Bulgaria
as described earlier in the report.
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•

One important result revealed from the monitoring is that as many as 89% of all
online Roma related monitored content is negative and contain antigypsyist hate
speech;

•

Another major conclusion reached with PECAO is that in Bulgaria the racism and
hate speech towards Roma exist at all levels of society and in order to start some
change on this it is a must that the political level should recognize this problem and
declare intransigence discourse on this problem;

•

Also in the national context there is a need of:
o Higher awareness on the need to tackle antigypsyism and hate speech online
through various policies and programs including these on Roma, Youth and
Education;
o Improved mechanisms for application of the anti-discrimination legislation;
o Improved mechanisms of work of the Commission for Protection from
Discrimination;
o Improved self-regulations of Journalists’ and media on higher attaining to the
Ethics Code of Journalism as well as improved mechanisms in case breaching
the Code;
o Better/continues collection of data and monitoring of media for antigypsyist
hate speech online;

For the international context of PECAO:
•

Advocacy for stronger control by social media of antigypsyist hate speech by
employing more native speakers of the languages of the countries concerned in order
to ensure genuine understanding of the language when using slang, irony, ambiguity
and other forms of coded hate speech which could be omitted otherwise;
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•

Continue the support for the youth network developed in the framework of the
project;

•

Advocate for continuity of the Peer Education to Counter Antigypsyist Online hate
Speech.
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*Annexes (e.g. Monitoring Tool, Synthesis Reports…others: images)
Annex 1 – Monitoring Tool
MONITORING TOOL FOR CONTENT ANALYSIS OF ONLINE HATE SPEECH
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I. General information
Online platform

Type
Personal
accounts*

News
articles
(official epage)

Public accounts/
Public figures

Observations
Groups

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Youtube
Google
Other (please, specify)
*including fake accounts (trolls), please name it at the observations box
Name of the site/ account/ publication/ channel:
Date of publication:
Author of the post:
Individual/ personal
Administrator/ Moderator of the account
Author of the news article/ channel (name/ surname, publication)
II. General Topic
Main topic

Related topic (subthemes)

Examples
(“…”)

Crimes committed by Roma
Social aspects (housing, welfare, poverty,
immigration etc.)
Education aspects (drop-out, schooling
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conditions, scholarships etc.)
Health/ sanitary aspects (pandemia, access to
hospitals, abortion etc.)
Social movements (protests, civil rights,
representation) and NGOs
Politics (representations, political parties,
elections
Roma leaders (including women)
Roma cultural events
Other facts/ events about Roma

General frame of the topic (identified in section II 1)*
Topic/ subtheme

Positive +

Negative -

Neutral 0

*please, multiply the rows as many times as needed for each of the topic/ subtheme
Popularity and influence (number)
Likes

Favourites

Shares

Headline Analysis

Positive +

Comments

Negative -

Observations

Neutral 0

Objective information (reports, news etc.)
Invitation (cultural events, webinars etc.)
News
Points of view (editorial type)
Others - mockery
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III. Content
1. Please, make a short resume of the post/ article/ channel (2-3 phrases) or copy
the entire post if it is shorter than 2- 3 phrases:

Indicate the link:
2.
Place of the post/article/ channel

Yes/ No (description, if needed)

Title page/ front page
Internal page (e.g. story page, temporary post)
Special page/post (e.g. reaction towards/
against a trigger event)
Column for messages (within other topics not
related specifically to Roma)
Other situations

3.
Does the post/ article/ includes visuals?
Yes

No

4.
If yes, are the visuals relevant to the content of the post?
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Yes

No

5.
Please, indicate the non-textual forms used (and their number, if more than one)*
Photos
Memes/ Gifs
Caricatures
Multimedia materials
Hashtags
Tagging
Others
*keep the same classification if there is only a non-textual form used for part IV.
6.
Does the post/ article/ video match with the title and/or visuals?
Yes

No

7.
Do the non-textual forms (image/photos) contain emotional appeal?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe in what extent (2 sentences):

On a scale from 1 to 3 (where 1 represents the lowest level and 3 the highest level), please
mark how much the non-textual form affects you emotionally )
1(very little)

2 (in some extent)

3(very much, extremely)
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0 (not the case)

IV. Online Hate Speech – Intensity and levels of hate
Forms of explicit
online hate speech
Crude epithets
Racist slurs
Dehumanising
utterances
Ad-hominem attacks
Saturated emotions
(anger, indignation,
hostility)
Mockery and sarcasm
Appeal to violence
(including killing)
Other

Levels of hate
1 no hate

Forms of coded online Levels of hate
hate speech
1 no hate
Using slang

2 weak

3 extremely strong

Numbers of
units

2 weak

3 extremely strong

Numbers of
units

Circumlocutions
Irony
Ambiguity
Pseudo-scientific
references (genetics)
White supremacies
Whataboutery (“our
own type”)
Narratives of elsewhere
Bogus statistics
Metonyms
Other
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Using slung= using Roma language/ words to amplify the community membership
Circumlocutions = talking around (“lots of misery in our area”, “so dark in this block of flats” )
Irony = see also sarcasm and mockery (“they cannot go to heaven are too heavy to fly” …for how many jewellery
they stolen)
Ambiguity = using some punctuation marks in order to make rhetoric remarks (“should they be sent to
concentration camps, or not?!”)
Pseudo-scientific references (genetics)/ Bogus statistics = using statistical data that are not official, some obscure
scientific sites or researches; 80% of Roma do not want to work
Whataboutery = “what about our own”, the referring to us and them, the dialectical common gasp between us and
they
Metonyms = “religion of cheating”, expressions that are used to replace the direct referring to Roma (not specifying
the word as it is)

Does the content convey the next messages? In what extent?
Frozen vs. motile
online hate speech
(Lentin 2016)
Entrench polarisation

Levels of hate toxicity
1 no hate
2 weak

3 extremely strong

Numbers of units
(how many times)

Reinforce stereotypes
Spread myths
Spread disinformation
(fake news)
Justify exclusion,
stigmatisation and
inferiorisation
Reinforce exclusivist
notions of national
belonging and identity
Other
*if not the case, please mention in any blanks!!!
Entrench polarisation = us vs. they
Reinforce stereotypes = especially the negative ones (lazy, dirty, not educated etc.)
Spread myths = supernatural powers, sorcery etc.
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Fake news = they spread the COVID 19 by their travelling

Please give some details about comments of the analysed post/ article/ image (if there are any)
Comments analysis

Frequency

Examples (if the case)

Number of comments
Type of language (aggressive
vs. peaceful)
Fake accounts (trolls, hidden
identities)
Intensity of the comments (no
hate -0 , mockery- 1,
aggressive – 2, threats to
killing - 3)
Persistence (insists in
commenting with one or more
persons, goes to opponent
page and makes comments
there or make reviews on the
page)
Sharing
Types of popularity and
influence (likes/ favourite/
shares)

V. Personal observations (5 – 6 sentences including examples from the text/ post/
image)
When fill in the blank with your own observation, please try to refer to the next sub
points:
-

-

Negative findings of real problems
Objectively presented problem/ conflict;
Reflection of a positive fact;
Explanation of the problems/ conflict (are the reasons explained; is it indicated who is
responsible for the problems/ conflict; is there a tendency for the blame to be transferred
entirely to the Roma);
Whose views are expressed; Are there presented other points of view?
What are the sources of information;
What recommendations are made, to whom, how is the decision made; Is the entire Roma
ethnic group blamed?
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-

What was the “trigger event”? The way the media presented the event had an impact on the
type of comments/ shares?

Make a list with expressions/ sentences you find within the text/ video/ image. Give a
rank of the level of hate you appreciate on the intensity.
Expression

Levels of hate
1 very weak

2 weak

3 extremely strong

Numbers of
units

Pls. attach a print screen of the post !!!!

Background information:
Country:
Name of the organization:
Data collected by (name):
email address:
Date of the analyse made:
Date of the report submitted:
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Annex 2 – List of media monitored through the links of their websites and their links in
social media by the young Roma monitors in Bulgaria:
Media:

Links to websites:

1. bTV

https://www.btv.bg/
https://btvnovinite.bg/
https://www.btv.bg/shows/btv-reporterite/
https://www.btv.bg/shows/lice-v-lice/

2. Nova

https://nova.bg/
https://nova.bg/news
https://nova.bg/shows/view/229/%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87
%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%B7%D0%B5%D0%BC%D1%8F/
https://nova.bg/shows/view/16/%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%B4%
D0%B5%D0%B1%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80/
https://nova.bg/shows/view/30/%D1%81%D1%8A%D0%B1%
D1%83%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D1%81%D0%B5/
https://nova.bg/shows/view/2960/%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%B
4%D0%B5%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B0-nova/
https://nova.bg/shows/view/3518/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B
5%D1%81%D0%B5%D1%87%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%87%D0%BA%D0%B0/

3. BNT

https://bnt.bg/
https://bntnews.bg/
https://bnt.bg/bg/a/oshte-ot-denya
https://bnt.bg/bg/a/referendum-s-dobrina-cheshmedzhieva

4. Alfa TV

http://alfa.bg/

5. Skat

http://www.skat.bg/

Electronic newspapers
Monitor

https://www.monitor.bg/bg
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Telegraph
Trud
24 Chasa
Sega
Kapital

https://telegraf.bg/
https://trud.bg/
https://www.24chasa.bg/
https://www.segabg.com
https://www.capital.bg/

Information agencies
Blitz
Pik
OFFNews
Darik News
Plovdiv24
Petel.bg

https://blitz.bg/
https://pik.bg/
https://offnews.bg/
https://dariknews.bg/
https://www.plovdiv24.bg/
https://petel.bg/

Social media
Facebook
Youtube, Instagram,
Twitter
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